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Supplies:

Stamps: Fabulous Phrases
Ink: Real Red
Paper: Real Red, Whisper White & Coastal Cabana Cardstocks.  Silver & Red Glimmer Papers.
Punches: Small Heart & Word Window
Other: Envelope Punch Board (#133774), Linen Thread, Hershey’s bar (or other similar sized)

Here’s the quick and simple details for the Mini File Folder Treat Holder.  Start with a 4″ square piece of cardstock 
and score at 2″ & 2-1/4″ in one direction.   Fold and crease with a bone folder.   Open out flat and using the Envelope 
Punch Board, place the left edge of the paper centered in the opening and punch.  Then slide the edge over to the 2″ 
marking and punch again.   Flip to the other end of the paper and repeat for a second tab.   Then use your Stampin’ 
Trimmer to trim the excess cardstock by aligning the bottom of dips/troughs of the punched sections along the cutting
line.   Fold up around the candy bar.  Use Linen thread (Washi Tape works too) to wrap around and secure the candy 
in the folder.   Decorate as the spirit moves you.   Better be fast though so you don’t succumb to the lure of the 
chocolate within the folder.  To be on the safe side it helps to have a few extra bars around than you need to complete 
your project.  Unless of course your willpower is much, much greater than mine.

Note:  After I completed my project I discovered another demo had made a fun video showing much the same thing 
(don’t you love it when great minds think alike?) and that might help you see the steps.  Our measurements and candy
choice are different but sometimes seeing the process makes it easier to follow a description.  You can find my pin of 
Becky’s post and video here.  Just click the Pinterest pin’s picture and you’ll be right where you can see it all.

Mini File Folder Treat Holder
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http://www.pinterest.com/pin/464644886527318959/
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Supplies:

Stamps: You’re Lovely 
(SAB) 133575 wood and 
133578 clear
Ink: Coastal Cabana, 
Real Red
Paper: Coastal Cabana, 
Real Red, Whisper White,
Fresh Prints Designer 
Series Paper Pack
Other: Big Shot, Square 
Lattice Embossing 
folder,  Deco Labels 
Collection Framelits, 
1 ¾” Circle Punch, 
Stampin’ Dimensionals, 
Basic Rhinestones, 
Whisper White 3/8  ″
Taffeta Ribbon, Simply 
Scored, Bone folder.

Details:  Measure to the halfway point on your

card, make a mark.  Then draw a line straight

up from that mark to the height you want for 

your banner indent.  Then using either your 

trimmer or long bladed pair of Craft Scissors 

cut from the corner point to that end point of 

your indent mark.   Do that for both sides and 

Voila!   A banner card.   A bit of contrasting 

color on the inside so the banner points show

up clearly and you are ready with your banner

card base.  Add decoration and there you 

have it.  A simple but effective design anyone

of any gender will enjoy.

One note about embossing the front of the 

card.  Some folders including the Square 

Lattice will shrink the front edge of your card 

back just a bit so you may want to wait to 

score the card’s fold until after you’ve 

embossed the front end unless you enjoy 

fixing boo boo’s with the trimmer.  
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Supplies:

Stamps: You’re Lovely 
(SAB) 133575 wood and 
133578 clear
Ink: Coastal Cabana, 
Real Red
Paper: Whisper White 
and Real Red 
Core’dinations 
Cardstock
Other: Big Shot, Deco 
Labels Collection 
Framelits, 1 ¾” Circle 
Punch, Stampin’ 
Dimensionals, Basic 
Rhinestones, Whisper 
White Sweater Trim 
(Clearance Rack), Simply
Scored, Bone folder, 
Crop-a-Dile.

You can get 2 box/bags out of a 
single sheet of 12″ x 12″ cardstock or
Designer Series Paper.  I found the 
perfect tutorial on a fellow demo’s 
blog and of course quickly pinned it 
to my Pinterest Simply Score Board.  
You can see it here. 
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